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Gujarat Technological University organized One Day “Interaction Workshop with Students for 

Preparing Final DPR” Vishwakarma Yojana: Phase-II On 15th June, 2014 at 11.30 PM.at the 

Conference hall of Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad. The meeting was chaired by 

Dr. G.P.Vadodaria Sir.  

Dr. Indrajit Patel, Honorary Director-Vishwakarma Yojna, Ms.Darshana Chauhan-Officer On 

Special Duty, Ms Jagruti Shah-Urban Planner, Ms. Neha Vaghela attended this workshop. 

Ms Darshana Chauhan welcomed all the students from various Distirict and colleges.  

Dr. Indrajit Patel welcomed all the final year students and appreciated the work and efforts of all 

the nodal officers. He said one good sentence about students “PARROT free from PINJARA”. As 

Doctor get the chance to help the society and give the Human being support with their knowledge 

and “DEGREE”, but “ENGINEERING” students do their work either in the company or 

colleges, but do not get direct approach to help to society, so this Vishwa Karma Yojana project is 

a direct help and understanding our “GUJARAT” villages and improve the society. Involvement 

and feasibility of the project will highlight the point and give path for the future development by 

our students to Ministry of rural officers, Nagar Panchayat, Taluka Panchayat Palika. 

Here students learn Tools, Charts, Models. Students has to decide after 10yars also how they had 

learnt and his/her village development has happened. We can have one refresher course for the 

NODAL officer too. 

We can learn the primary and secondary requirement of District level with the help of DDO. And 

further with their support /care students can take the project further. 

As professional touch with the consultant and with Students effort best report is ready to 

Execute. It reflects their work with clarity. With this project students career, interests and 

confidence, presentation skills we can build up. 



Village people are giving more welcome of like this project and understanding the future 

enhancement for the same. Students build the Good project, it build the Village and it build 

the”NATION” 

  

Dr. G.P.Vadodaria  sir said inspirational speech to students and he is also admiring that we have 

last year students and that too on Sunday all remained present in big number 250.  He added in 

this more to students that do practical things which you learnt so, in future they can see the result 

of it. He said this project done by students is with the more positivity. GTU is getting more project 

like this with the students and faculty support. 

So, he gave students encouragement about doing/ implementing such type of project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


